**DIRECTIONS**: Help Sparky® get back to the fire station!

1. **Draw a line SOUTH from Sparky to the big crater.** Fill in the answer: Keep space heaters ______ feet away from anything that can burn.

2. **Draw a line to the EAST.** Oh no! Those silly Moonie Loonies are blocking your way. Go SOUTH until you reach the giant block of cheese. Circle the best choice: Grown-ups/Kids should stay in the kitchen when cooking on the stovetop.

3. **Draw a line WEST past two moon rocks and SOUTH until you reach the Moonie Loonie swimming pool.** Answer the question: What should grown-ups do to candles before leaving a room?

4. **Draw a line EAST toward the fire station.** The Moonie Loonie won’t let you in until you fill in the blank: Do not put too many __________ into an outlet.

**FIRE-SAFETY INFORMATION Brought to you by NFPA.**